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BACKGROUND
Current MV Switchgear state-of-art
Presently, indoor switchgear systems for electric power distribution are designed as cubicles of equipment tied together to form a complete switchgear line-up. A switchgear line-up could be composed of one to several cubicles. Each cubicle typically has a primary device, such as a circuit breaker or a switch, and a multitude of secondary devices, such as relays, sensors, meters, push buttons, and other miscellaneous apparatus.
Generally, secondary equipment devices are isolated from primary equipment devices, and are mounted on the doors, panels and interiors of individual low voltage cubicles. Every cubicle is wired according to the detailed functionality required by the user, and devices are interconnected within the cubicle and throughout the line-up by point-to-point hardwired connections. Internally the switchgear, the information is transferred between secondary equipment devices by means this hard wiring. Information shared between secondary devices consists of interlocks, coordination of protection functions, control logic, digital and analog I/O signals routed for external connection, communication system connection, etc.. Because hard wiring is strongly depending on the single plant, the result is represented by the construction of completely customized switchgears: long times related to engineering design, switchgear manufacturing, commissioning and service, upgrade of plants, low flexibility.
Distributed Automation Systems
Modern automation technology is characterized by an increasing decentralization of data processing and process interfacing and strong deployment of data communication
systems. This process has been positively influenced by the cost-decreasing trend for electronic devices. Availability, reliability and flexibility in a distributed system are significantly higher than in a centralized systems. If one component fails, other parts of the system can continue to operate. If the functionality of a system needs to be upgraded or modified, it is often possible to accomplish this during ongoing operation. Processing speeds are also significantly higher in a distributed system, and sub processes can place higher timing demands on the associated controllers, because the data are processed directly at the location where they are generated or required.
As a result, latency in these systems is significantly reduced, and bus loading decreases [1] .
The protection and control in substations is distributed in nature by the fact that each protective relay is designed in general to provide primary protection of an individual substation equipment such as transmission and distribution lines, transformers, capacitors banks, etc. On the one hand, the use of serial data communication systems instead of conventional wiring technologies guarantees a higher flexibility of systems with regard to modifications and upgrades, and offers, on the other hand, considerable potential for reducing planning and installation costs in many areas of industrial automation. Therefore, the use of data communication systems, e.g. in the process or manufacturing industry, is beyond question today.
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) for data acquisition, protection, metering, and control have gained widespread acceptance and are recognized as essential to the efficient and cost-effective operation and management of substations. New system architectures need to be devised for retrieving, storing, integrating, and "pre-processing" the ever-increasing amount of information gathered by the various devices. The Distributed Intelligence concept allows the optimal integration of different multifunctional IEDs in a hierarchical substation protection and control system [2] .
Communication interoperability (defined as the capacity to communicate, execute programs or transfer data amongst the various elements of a system or network without requiring extensive knowledge of the equipment and processes involved) is the key to successful integration of microprocessor-based relays in Substation Automation Systems.
PRESENT SOLUTION: S.S.C.
SSC (Switchgear System Connectivity) is a distributed automation solution based on the introduction of a high-speed digital bus fieldbus at process level, in order to replace pointto-point hard-wired connections inside switchgears. The SSC solution is based on an open fieldbus system. This means the SSC system enables the connection from multiple vendors while minimizing the effort required for interfacing.
To achieve an open networking system, it is necessary to 
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• Binary Output Unacknowledged: no message receipt is needed to confirm the receiver device has received the digital information. This method could be used typically for signalling.
additional cabinet placed far from the switchgear (i.e. directly in control room or other location).
Using of a digital bus offers also the possibility to have a bus connection available for engineering, commissioning and service, simply by connecting a laptop with needed software installed (see fig. 2 ).
• Binary Output Unacknowledged with repetition of transmission: no message receipt is needed, but the User can configure the re-transmission of the same message with 3 maximum attempts. The physical network replacing traditional hard wiring is built as bus line composed of several interconnected bus sections. The User can build this bus line using pre-cabled cables of needed lengths (suggested solution) or using cables to be hard-wired to connectors.
• Binary Output Acknowledged: a message receipt is requested to the receiver to notify the reception of the message. If one of the receivers of the message does not return the receipt an error message is generated for the P&C application. This mechanism can be typically used for particularly important binary messages such as interlocking, sequences, etc.
The bus sections composing the network and bus nodes are connected by means of T-connectors. In order to build properly the bus, each bus element has to be provided of appropriate bus connectors, as showed in the following figure 2 (example of network system with two P&C units and one intelligent I/O module).
The digital bus solution allows increasing of the diagnostics level offered by the system. A complete network system can be build simply repeating the same interconnection scheme. The following figure shows an In the SSC solution, several mechanisms for error detection and corresponding handling have been implemented (see fig.  4 ). Error detection is operated at each software level. The following table resumes detection and handling mechanisms.
Mechanisms implemented at Communication Module level of P&C device are completely automatic and transparent for the P&C application.
The User has to decide how to handle errors reported at application level and so generated for the P&C Application, displayed locally on HMI and sent remotely for SCADA application or other industrial controllers (i.e. PLC, DCS).
Figure 2 SSC: example of physical network interconnection
In other words, the hard wiring of whole MV switchgear becomes the manual interconnection of a physical standard bus, as showed in the figure 2, and consequent software configuration phase.
Availability, Reliability and Flexibility
Because of its simple and flexible communications mechanisms and the ability for each device to communicate directly with any other device, CANopen standard offers an ideal communication basis for distributed intelligent systems. Using additional mechanisms defined in the standard, distributed systems can be implemented as "plug & play" systems. This makes installation and service considerably more straightforward and less error prone [1] .
Figure 3 SSC: error detection and handling
Plant Application Example
ABB Power Technologies has delivered switchgears with SSC solution. An example of application is a water treatment plant in Italy. The MV power distribution system is composed of 5 substations using SSC solution. For the purpose of the present white paper, it is interesting to compare the same switchgear cubicle realized with SSC solution and traditional solution (see figure 4) .
To increase dependability, several network transmission mechanisms are implemented in P&C units. These are depending on the particular signal and are completely configurable by the user. For example, to send a digital output signal over the bus from one P&C device to another one or to another generic device, the User can select one of following cases (listed in increasing priority order):
C C I I R R E E D D Figure 4 Comparison between a cubicle with traditional wiring (above) and the same cubicle with SSC technology (below).
In the traditional solution there are a lot of hard-wired connections and I/O terminal and several I/O boards of the electronic relay should be used to drive all these point-topoint signals. These connections (and corresponding engineering, electrical schemes, etc.) are completely custom and depending on the particular plant. Therefore, the reusability is very low.
On the other hand, the SSC solution requires only one bus connection, one I/O terminal for CB connections and one I/O board of the relay to drive the CB. Because the bus from a physical point of view is always the same, all information concerning the particular plant are in digital format and so completely configurable by software. This mean the reusability is strongly higher than the traditional solution.
Everything is depending on the particular plant and/or customer is shifted to switchgear external hard-wired connections. But in SSC case, these hard-wired connections could be centralized and located where more convenient and, as result, remaining cubicles are completely not depending on the plant and/or the customer.
Switchgear hard wiring becomes connecting of software variables by means of a software engineering tool (see fig. 5 ).
One of main advantages is the possibility to make the engineering completely in parallel with switchgear construction. The new IEC61850 communication standard addresses interoperability but also life cycle support [3] . Firstly, by the split of communication and application stack, in allowing of free allocation of protection and control functions, and by the standardized possibility to extend the supported functions, the standard will guarantee a long-term validity. Secondly, the engineering and testing cost largely determine the life cycle costs of the secondary equipment. The Substation Configuration Language (SCL) of IEC61850 is the The new generation of ABB Power Technologies devices is based on tight integration between primary and secondary equipment with creation of intelligent process devices. This integration is strongly based on early application of state-ofart key technologies such as high-speed digital communication, wireless communication, embedded web access capabilities and plug-and-play/self discovery.
High Speed peer-to-peer Communication
The CANopen-based solution of SSC will be replaced in the future by one IEC 61850-based solution. Because IEC 61850 is a standard covering a complete Substation Automation System, in particular so-called GOOSE (Generic Object Oriented Substation Event) messages, which is one of communication profiles specified in the standard, will be the evolution of SSC CANopen solution. GOOSE messages are shared over the network in a peer-topeer communication fashion (each entity has the same status, there are no masters and no slaves). A GOOSE message is based upon the asynchronous reporting of an IED's digital output status to other peer devices enrolled to receive it during the configuration stages of the substation integration process. It is used to replace hard-wired control signal exchanged between IED's for interlocking and protection purposes and, consequently, is mission sensitive, time critical and must be high reliable. The associated IEDs receiving the message use the contained information to determine what the appropriate protection response is for given state. The decision of the appropriate action to GOOSE messages and the action to take should a message time out due to a communication failure is determined by local intelligence in the IED receiving the GOOSE message. It can be used for example for Breaker Failure Protection to trip the adjacent breakers or to provide distribution or sub-transmission bus protection based on GOOSE messages from the feeder protection IEDs. Considering the importance of the functions performed using GOOSE messages, the standard defines very strict performance requirements. The total peer-to-peer time should not exceed 4 ms. (from/to network interfaces of IEDs). Another important requirement for the GOOSE messages is very high reliability. Considering the importance of a message such as Initiate Breaker Failure Protection, the IEC61850 describes mechanisms to ensure that the receiving IEDs will receive the message and operate as expected. [2] .
CONCLUSION
Replacing internal hard-wired point-to-point connections of power distribution switchgears by means of a high-speed digital bus is possible to build new highly standardized switchgears with a more efficient life cycle. Intelligent Switchgears designed to share information by means of digital bus do not require customisation depending on the plant and/or the particular customer for differences in functionalities of protection and control devices.
Moving the "intelligence" closer to the process inside switchgears, benefits are:
• Reduced manufacturing cost, because no hardware customisation is required for differences in functionality of protection and control devices.
• Reduced engineering cost, because of using of highly standardized components.
• Increased flexibility, because of the software-based system engineering, leading to a strong reduction of time needed for engineering, commissioning, service and upgrading.
• Increased diagnostics, because all process level information could be completely accessible.
